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humanly, the deepest psychospiritual sufferg--the fact, or at least the belief, that one
he feelings arising from this fact or belief.
n and the suffering-question are bound up toning and darkening the other (and together
he nihilistic conclusion from the apparent im4dm questions--acc. to Harry J. Ausmus, THE
YTH OF SECULARIZATION, Ohio U.P./83: hope was
✓ suffering, and now hope has died--because
al human puzzle-problem, has not been plausgians, sociologists, philosophers, historians).
is thinksheet is to help official and unoffiferers sort out the three dimensions of suffact vis-a-vis them "bite-size":
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1. YOU ARE SUFFERING FR M WHAT THE (SUPPOSED OR ACTUAL) BETRAYER HAS
DONE TO YOU. Can you d scribe this part of your suffering? It's not
easy! It's far easier o tell me about the betrayal and the traitor
--but that's only preli inary to the possibility of my helping you.
o If I am to do that, I m st hear from you your feelings about being
▪ betrayed. (The Bible e aborately describes God's feelings about our
betrayals of God and of each other, our covenant-breakings. Emotional freedom and self-awa eness are the precondition: Amos and Hosea
m were able to become awa e of God's anger and love,'respectively. be-I
P cause they were in touc with their own feelings. If you are going
to stonewall and play i cool, biblical religion--and I as a counselor
4
O committed to the biblic 1 God--cannot help you.)...A further distinction: inner/outer suffei ings from, caused (?) by, the traitor. Feel▪ ings of depreciative self-reflection; shame at "What are the neighbors
„ thinking?" The child-•-trayed parent weeps "What did I/we do wrong?"
Parents for whom social sanctions are heavy rage against the child,
"What right have you to drag our family's good name in the mud?" All
remedial action begins ith accurate situation-definition: What, as
• precisely as you can m nage, are your first-level feelings?
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R ARE YOU?--FOR THE ONE WHO'S BETRAYED YOU (OR
E HAS BETRAYED YOU). Can you sort out these
the feelings that center not in you (as do the
ut in the traitor? It's terribly difficult!
have to leap over: your wounded ego, bruised
ished self-regard (or, as reactive, raging
innocence), personal self-in-worId, human digtering not in yourself but in the beloved--is
calls the kind of love which alone can enable
-level to second-level suffering-analysis:*
traitor's skinbag: what is s/he feeling/thinkany way(s) you might help the human thing to
inner/outer life? What indirect action(s)
for that person (e.g., prayer, conversations
elp)? What direct actions (e.g., letters,
itations to participate with you in some new
vide one or both of you with fresh perspective)?

3. The third level may be the toughest. You are certainly suffering
from the traitor, and ou may have sorted out some ways you are suffering for him/her: ARE YOU, IN ANY WAY, sUFFERING WITH THE TRAITOR?*

